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PREDATOR OR

SCAVENGER?
Meat-eating dinosaurs had two dining styles: Either
they could kill what they wanted, or they could eat
animals already dead. Tyrannosaurus and other large
meat-eaters could have killed most big animals in

TOP 10
DINOSAUR

PREDATORS

their world. They had bigger brains and better vision,

1. TYRANNOSAURUS

and they could run faster than plant-eaters.

2. GIGANOTOSAURUS

But dinosaurs may not have needed to do much

3. DASPLETOSAURUS

hunting. For meat-eaters, it was safer and less tiring

4. ACROCANTHOSAURUS

to scavenge for already-dead dinosaurs. Old age,

5. ALLOSAURUS

injury, and disease among the plant-eater .
herds may have provided meat-eaters .
with most of their food.

6. LOURINHANOSAURUS
7. MEGALOSAURUS
8. YANGCHUANOSAURUS
9. ALBERTOSAURUS
10. UTAHRAPTOR
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By attacking in packs, meat-eating dinosaurs
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could have increased their success rate. Even
human-size raptor dinosaurs could have
taken down a large sauropod many times
their size by hunting in packs. Velociraptor,
Troodon, and Deinonychus dinosaurs might
have hunted in this way to kill prey larger
than themselves.

A PAIR OF >
MAPUSAURUS

close in on a fleeing
Argentinosaurus. If
the Argentinosaurus
doesn’t appear to be
running, perhaps
that’s because it
couldn’t. With their
enormous weight,
the giant sauropods
may not have been
able to move at more
than a slow walk.
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DEFENSES
Plant-eating dinosaurs had much to fear from the

meat-eaters in their world. And they didn’t have big
powerful teeth or claws like the predators did, so it
wasn’t easy to fight back.
As in all animal environments, there were many
more plant-eaters than meat-eaters in dinosaur time.

COOLEST
DINOSAUR
DEFENSES*
1. ANKYLOSAURUS: Tail club

So perhaps their best defense was to stay in huge

2. GASTONIA: Body armor

groups, hiding their young in the middle to keep them

3. DIPLODOCUS: Whip tail

from being snatched.
Their huge size allowed the biggest plant-eaters to
throw off meat-eaters and even kill them with a kick of
their thick legs or a swipe of their huge tails.
Some plant-eaters relied on heavy armor to protect
themselves from the strong bites of meateaters. Some even had armor over

4. IGUANODON: Thumb spike
5. PARASAUROLOPHUS:
Trumpet sound
6. TRICERATOPS: Horns
7. KENTROSAURUS: Spikes

their eyelids! Duck-billed planteaters could call out warnings with
their nose-horn trumpets. And
perhaps some of the largest planteaters could snap their long tails
Gastonia may
have been the MOST

ED of
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like bullwhips to produce a

TYRANNOSAURUS rises to attack
an Ankylosaurus. Were the plant-eaters’
many scales, plates, and a club tail
enough protection from Tyrannosaurus’s
powerful bite? Surely it would have been
difficult for Tyrannosaurus to flip over the
heavy, low-to-the-ground Ankylosaurus
to get at its underbelly.

frighteningly loud boom to
scare predators away.

*Scientists have no proof that any of these
dinosaurs used these defenses in battle.

>
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NEW DINO

DISCOVERIES
WHO SWALLOWED WHAT?
For decades scientists thought giant dinosaurs that ate plants needed to
swallow stones to help grind up their food. But new research suggests
that the biggest dinosaurs did not need any help. The acids in their
stomachs and their enormous guts could have digested even
STOMACH
the huge amounts of plants they gulped down. However, .
STONES known
as GASTROLI
TH
we now know that some small dinosaurs that ate meat did
have been found in S
the
stomach area of fos
sil
swallow rocks to help them break down their meals.
theropod
s such as this
Psittacosaurus.

WHAT COLORS WERE DINOSAURS?
Fossils generally give no information about the outer appearance of animals..
So until very recently, scientists had no idea what color dinosaurs
might have been. But a fossil of Anchiornis, a newly discovered
chicken-size meat-eater from China, contained a surprise.
Anchiornis’s fossils were very well preserved, so its feathers
survived. They showed black-and-white wings and a reddish head.
Many feathers were studied to reveal the animal’s color pattern. The
picture to the left shows what this dinosaur might have looked like.
DINOSAUR PEE
Scientists have long known about fossilized dinosaur poop. But researchers have
now also identified two locations where giant dinosaurs peed. A bathtub-shaped hole within a
fossil trackway in Colorado, U.S.A., may have been made by the splatter of pee from giant planteaters. A second possible giant dinosaur bathroom site has been identified in Brazil.
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DISCOVERING DINOSAURS

NEW DINOSAURS
On average, a new kind of dinosaur is found every
two weeks. While we know nearly a thousand kinds
so far, there are probably thousands more dinosaur
species yet unknown. Here are some of the most
recent exciting discoveries.

FRUITADENS

(FROO-ta-dens)
MEANING “Fruita tooth”
SIZE 26 to 30 inches (65 to 75 cm) long;
small
PERIOD 150 million years ago,
Late Jurassic
WHERE FOUND U.S. (Colorado)
FOSSILS Partial skulls and skeletons
GROUP Heterodontosaurs
The smallest known bird-hipped
dinosaur. Discovered 30 years ago,
Fruitadens was only recently found to
be a new kind of dinosaur.

AUSTRORAPTOR

(awst-ro-RAP-tor)
MEANING “Southern thief”
SIZE 16 feet (5 m) long; big
PERIOD 70 million years ago,
Late Cretaceous
WHERE FOUND Argentina
FOSSILS Partial skeleton with
fragmentary skull
GROUP Maniraptorans
Austroraptor is the largest of
the dromaeosaurid dinosaurs
from South America. Unlike other
raptors around the world, its
teeth were cone-shaped and its
arms were short.

HESPERONYCHUS

(HESS-per-oh-NY-cuss)
MEANING “West claw”
SIZE Less than 3 feet (1 m) long;
small
PERIOD 75 million years ago,
Late Cretaceous
WHERE FOUND Canada (Alberta)
FOSSILS Partial skeleton
GROUP Maniraptorans
This tiny dinosaur is the smallest known meateater from North America.
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ORNITHISCHIANS

>THYREOPHORANS >STEGOSAURS

HUAYANGO-

SAURUS
(hwah-YANG-oh-SORE-us)

SPIKY STEGOSAUR
Huayangosaurus was an early stegosaur, just half the size
NAME Huayangosaurus

of the later Stegosaurus (p. 64), with a double row of plates

MEANING “Lizard from

that were shaped like spikes. Huayangosaurus had teeth

PERIOD 170 million years ago,

in the front of its mouth. Later stegosaurs had none.

Huayang”

Middle Jurassic

FOUND China
FOSSILS 12 mostly complete

We have many fossils that tell us a lot about
Huayangosaurus’s world. It fed on low-growing plants

skeletons

along the riverbanks of central China. Above it, giant

LENGTH 13 feet (4 m) long

plant-eaters, including Shunosaurus (p. 206), fed on
trees with their long necks. Tiny Xiaosaurus (p. 284)
ran by, stopping to nibble at plants close to the
ground. And all of these plant-eaters would have
feared Yangchuanosaurus (p. 138), a sizable and nasty
meat-eater.

<<HUAYANGOSAURUS had two big spikes over its
hips and probably had long spines projecting from its
shoulders as well. Perhaps those spikes prevented
meat-eaters from attacking it from above.

Twelve Huayangosa
urus
skeletons were
FOUND
in the same RI
CH

QUARRY IN CENTR
CHINA that producedAL
complete Shunosau
rus
and other outstan
ding
skeletons.
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TARCHIA
(TAHR-key-ah)

THE SMART TANK
Tarchia is the last and one of the largest known Asian
club-tailed armored dinosaurs. It lived in what is now

NAME Tarchia

the Gobi desert and weighed nearly 10,000 pounds

MEANING “Brainy one”

(4,536 kg).

ago, Late Cretaceous

In Tarchia’s time, the area of the Gobi was dry, but it
was not entirely desert. There were small streams and

PERIOD 78 to 69 million years
FOUND Mongolia
FOSSILS One nearly complete

lakes as well as sand dunes. In this environment,

skeleton without skull, two
complete skulls

Tarchia would have grazed on low-growing plants,

LENGTH 26 to 28 feet

which it ground down with its small, leaf-shaped teeth.

(8 to 8.5 m) long

Tarchia’s big skull was wider than it was long, and
it was covered in bony lumps of many shapes and
sizes. As strange as that skull sounds, it was
similar to the bumpy skulls of armored dinosaurs
of its time from North America.
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TARCHIA HAD AN ODDLY >
SHAPED HEAD with triangular

spikes that stuck out sideways from
its skull and curved horns that
pushed out of the rear of its skull.

ORNITHISCHIANS

>THYREOPHORANS >ANKYLOSAURS
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SAURISCHIANS

>THEROPODS >COELUROSAURS >ORNITHOMIMOSAURS

STRUTHIOMIMUS
(strooth-ee-oh-MY-muss)

LONG-TAILED RUNNER
Struthiomimus was a meat-eating dinosaur without
NAME Struthiomimus

teeth. It may have lived on small reptiles and mammals,

MEANING “Ostrich mimic”

even insects and fruit. Its neck, arms, hands, and legs

PERIOD 76 million years ago,

Late Cretaceous

were all long and thin. Many of Struthiomimus’s

FOUND U.S. (Wyoming, Utah);

relatives had feathers, and so it probably did as well.

Canada (Alberta)

FOSSILS Several skeletons
LENGTH 14 feet (4.3 m) long

Other ostrich dinosaurs grew even larger. The family of
ornithomimids (“bird mimics”) is known from both
western North America and central Asia.
Despite growing to 14 feet (4.3 m) long,
Struthiomimus is estimated to have weighed less than
330 pounds (150 kg). Its long, stiff tail may have
helped it balance as it ran.

<<PERHAPS THE FASTEST OF ALL DINOSAURS WAS

Struthiomimus. We may never know for sure how fast, but fossilized
footprints suggest that the light, long-legged, ostrichlike dinosaur ran
more than 30 miles an hour (48 km/h). That’s as fast as a horse can
run and faster than any human.

Recent fossil
finds show that
Struthiomimus ha
da

LARGE, HARD
BEAK.
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SAURISCHIANS

>THEROPODS >COELUROSAURS >MANIRAPTORANS

ZHEN-

YUANLONG
(ZHEN-yoo-an-LONG)

BIGGEST WINGED DINO
In 1996 Chinese paleontologists discovered that some
NAME Zhenyuanlong

dinosaurs had feathers. Since then, more than 40

MEANING “Zhenyuan’s

kinds of feathered dinosaurs have been found. Some

dragon,” for the town in
northeastern China

had short, hairlike feathers all over their bodies,

PERIOD 125 million years ago,

while others had especially long, complicated feath-

FOUND Northeastern China

ers growing from their arms and hands, from the

FOSSILS A nearly complete

sides and tips of their tails, and even from their legs

Early Cretaceous

skeleton

LENGTH 6 feet (2 m) long

and feet.
When it was discovered in 2015, Zhenyuanlong
became the largest dinosaur yet discovered with its
feathers preserved in place. Little feathers covered its
head and neck. Bigger quill-shaped feathers coated
its tail and wings. Maybe Zhenyuanlong fanned its
wings as a peacock does to show off

<<THE LONG WINGS OF
ZHENYUANLONG were made up

of many layers of big feathers, similar
to those of a bird. Each feather on
Zhenyuanlong’s wings had many thin
branches coming off of a shaft in the
middle, just like a bird’s feathers today.
Unlike a bird, though, this dinosaur
could not fly.

to potential mates. Or perhaps
its feathers helped it warm its
eggs on its nest.

Zhenyuanlong was
a CLOSE CO

US
OF VELOCIRAPTIN
OR

(p. 186), also now
known
to be a feathered,
meat-eating
dinosaur.
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SAURISCHIANS

>SAUROPODOMORPHS >SAUROPODS

REBBACHISAURUS
(re-BASH-eh-SORE-us)

THE AFRICAN GIANT
Rebbachisaurus was a close relative of the North
NAME Rebbachisaurus

American Diplodocus (p. 216). Like Diplodocus, it had a

MEANING “Rebbach territory

long, thin neck and tail. But it lived far away and much

PERIOD 113 to 97.5 million

later in time. Rebbachisaurus lived in Africa. A very

(Morocco) lizard”

years ago, Late Cretaceous

FOUND Morocco, Niger,

similar giant, Rayososaurus (p. 272), lived in South

Tunisia

America at the same time. The similarity of these

FOSSILS Vertebrae

dinosaurs shows that those two continents were still

LENGTH 68 feet (20 m) long

closely linked 100 million years ago.
Unlike other giant plant-eaters, Rebbachisaurus had
a tall ridge on its back. Other plant-eaters from North
Africa, as well as the meat-eater Spinosaurus (p. 144),
also had similar structures.

<<THE RIDGE ON REBBACHISAURUS’S
back was part of a sail-like structure. Because
it exposed more skin to the air, it may have
helped the dinosaur cool down or heat up more
quickly. After crashing through the forest, this
Rebbachisaurus needed to cool down.

The fossil that
may be the oldest
rus
known Rebbachisau
D
UN
was FO

IN MOROCCO.
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ALLOSAURUS
(AL-oh-SORE-us)

DEADLY JURASSIC
HUNTER
NAME Allosaurus

Allosaurus was the king of the Jurassic predators in

MEANING “Strange reptile”

North America. Even the giant plant-eaters, such as

PERIOD 145 million years ago,

Apatosaurus (p. 214) and Diplodocus (p. 216), might not

Late Jurassic

FOUND U.S. (Colorado, Utah,

have been safe from Allosaurus. Powerful jaws held

Wyoming, Montana); Portugal

nearly 70 sharp, thick teeth. The claws on its three-

FOSSILS Many skeletons

fingered hands measured up to eight inches (20 cm) long.

LENGTH 28 feet (8.5 m) long

Allosaurus did not have a very large skull or teeth for
an animal of its size, but the bones of its skull were
flexible. The lower jawbones could bend outward,
making a large space in its mouth for holding meat.

Allosaurus from
North America wa
s

CLOSELY RELATE
D
to giant meat-eater
s of
its time IN AF

RICA
EUROPE, AND ,
AUSTRALIA.
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IT IS POSSIBLE THAT ALLOSAURUS >

hunted in a group like this, though there is no
direct evidence. Hundreds of bones from many
allosaurs were found together in Price, Utah. But
scientists think these fossils built up over time.
Perhaps one Allosaurus after another fell into a
pit that was a longtime danger to dinosaurs.

SAURISCHIANS

>THEROPODS >ALLOSAURS
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